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St John’s 2-3  Martins 1.3

At Corrigan Park in the junior football championship St John’s defeated Martins by a goal. 
It was a very interesting game and both teams played some attractive football. 

On the whole Martins put in a good show but found the more experienced St John’s side hard to 
overcome.

St John’s scorers were J Rainey (1-2), J Feeney (1-0), S McCann (0-1)
Martin’s scorers were T Bateson (1-1) D Bateson, P Kelly (0-1) each 
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Senior Football Championship 1969 
First Round 

St John’s  3-11       Eire Og 1-3
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ST. JOHN’S REACH 
ANTRIM 

S.H.C SEMI.FINAL 

ST JOHN’S 2-8           SARSFIELDS 2-3
St. John’s reached the semi-final of the Antrim senior hurling championship by 
overcoming Sarsfield’s by five points. It wasn’t a great game, but while St. John’s never 
looked over impressive, they never at any time looked like being beaten.

Sarsfield’s had far too many weak spots and an attack that could make little 
headway against the St. John’s defence.

While St. John’s won rather easy they will need to improve if they expect to go 
any further in the competition.

Early on Sarsfield’s went in front but could not maintain their superiority and at 
half time St. John’s had a lead of four points.
For most of the second half St. John’s attacked but again `faulty shooting` kept their 
score down.

Towards the end Sarsfield’s made a few attacks but their forwards were poor 
and failed to profit from many of the chances presented to them.
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All through the game the St John’s goalkeeper Len Vernon played a powerful game bringing 
off excellent saves. Their defence was solid with Harry Gallagher and Ernie McMullan most 
prominent.

TRAINOR MATCHWINNER
However, St. John’s match winner was centre-half Harry Trainor. All through he 

was extremely sound and kept the Sarsfield’s attack well subdued. Jim McNally who came 
on for Eugene Gallagher produced some fine defence work and clever attacking play.

In attack Andy McCallin was the winners most effective forward and his neat touches on 
many occasions completely took the Sarsfield’s defence by surprise. He put his work to good 
effect by collecting four fine points.



Sarsfield’s were rather disappointing. Goalkeeper Brendan Brackin brought off some fine saves 
but generally the defence was never too sound.

At times Mickey McKearney at midfield got through some fine hurling and was certainly their 
most accomplished player. In attack Jimmy Ward tried hard but got little support.

Scorers for St. John’s – A. McCallin (0.4), M. Gallagher (1.2), A. McGlone
(1.0), O. Campbell (0.2).

Sarsfield’s – M. Kearney (1.1), S. McGuinness (1.0), B. Whinnery, J. Ward (0.1 each)
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St Johns 4-8      Rossa 2-5

St John’s advanced to the next round of the South Antrim Junior Hurling 
Championship with the Corrigan Park tie finishing in complete darkness.

St John’s scorers; J Jamison (1-4), B Kelly , M Wilkinson (1-0) , L Crawford 1.2
Rossa ; P McMahon (2-1) B McParland (0-3) M Doherty (0-1)
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St Johns 1-11      Rossa 0-4

The meeting of old rivals Rossa and St John’s at Corrigan Park in this Beringer Cup 
game turned out a bit of a disappointment as the home side won easily.

The Rossa side disappointed badly and never matched up to the skill of the Johnnies.

The winners scores came from J Rainey and F Colgan (0-4 each) S Gallagher (1-0) J Nelson, J 
McGurk and S Mallon (0-1)
The Rossa scores came from S Meade (0-2) J McDermot and S Kennedy (0-1)
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ST JOHN’S SHOCK ANTRIM HURLING CHAMPS TO MEET 
BALLYCASTLE IN FINAL

For the first time in seven seasons Loughuile Shamrocks will not contest the Antrim senior 
hurling championship final. A shock of the season defeat by two points at the hands of St John’s 
at Casement Park in the semi-final also prevented the North Antrim club from a rare fourth 
successive title- a feat last achieved by Rossa.

On Sunday week at a North Antrim venue St John’s meet Ballycastle McQullian’s in the final. 
Ballycastle, after beating Glenariff in the other semi final at Loughuile, are now in the position to 
share top title spot held at present by Loughuile who have won eleven titles. St John’s last 
contested the final in 1965 when they defeated Loughuile at Waterfoot, and the year before 
Ballycastle gained their last win also against Loughuile.
St John’s 3-8 Loughuile 1-12

St John’s won this very sporting game because they had the will and determination to succeed. 
They fought for every ball and never allowed the Loughuile men to get into their stride. Yet in 
the closing stages the champions had enough chances to pull the game out of the fire, but 
instead of taking points they persisted in trying for goals.

Great defensive work by St John’s, plus brilliant goal keeping by Tony Mc Glone, saved the day 
when all seemed lost. The full back line of Eugene Gallagher, Gerry Mallon and Martin 
Mc Granaghan working like Trojans repelling Loughuile’s attacks.



The half-back line was equally effective where Jim McNally kept Seamus Richmond on a 
tight rein. Arty McGlone and Harry Trainor got through some solid work as well. 

Sean burns at centre field started slowly but when he got moving the Loughuile Mid-field 
never counted. In fact it was the brilliance and experience of Burns that turned the tide. 

Tonic Goal
For the first twenty minutes it was all Loughuile as they led to 1-5 to 1-0. Then St John’s 
were awarded a 21yard free which Sean Burns drove the ball low and hard at the net. This 
goal gave John’s a new lease of life and from there on they dictated the trend of play. 

In attack Andy McCallin gave a sparkling display and was well supported by Seamus, Mickey 
and Pat Gallagher along with Brendan McGurk.
Loughuile were rather disappointing as they were too easily knocked of their game and 
allowed St John’s to set the pace. Their defence was reasonably good and with Arthur 
Connolly and Neil McMullan getting through a lot of work. But goalkeeper Johnny Coyles
was the star of the side. 
The half back line could never get a grip on the game while the centre-field pair were well to 
the fore until the end of the first half but from then on never gained control. 
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On the whole the attack never functioned properly with only Brendan 
McGarry, Seamus Richmond and Liam McGarry prominent.

Both teams attacked before Seamus McMullan with a point from a free in the 
sixth Minute. St John’s attacked but Seamus Gallagher wided. Then at the other end 
Gerry Mallon brought of a great save when a goal seemed certain.

From 70 yards Dan Gillen pointed and Loughuile were well in top Seamus 
Richmond sending his side further ahead with a 10th minute goal. The lead was further 
stretched by a J.P McFadden point.

St John’s came more into the game and against the run of play. Pat Gallagher 
scored a goal but Seamus McMullan and Tom McFadden replied with points apiece. 
Coyles brought off a number of good saves and then came Sean Burns goal which 
swung the game in St John’s favour. 

St Johns now had their tails up and started to hurl with determination. Andy 
McCallin tormented the Loughuile defense before grabbing a point. Rank bad shooting 
prevented them from getting further scores. Then Seamus Richmond had the miss of 
the hour when from ten yards he let fly for Toy McGlone to bring of a spectacular save.
Then in the 29th minute Andy McCallin belted the ball to the net to put his side ahead 
and with two more points St John’s led at the interval by 3-3 to 1-08.
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On the resumption Loughuile were soon into their stride with Seamus McMullan pointing. 
Then good defensive work by Loughuile allowed Andy McCallin to notch a point. 

Jim McNally and Eugene Gallagher repeatedly repulsed Loughuile who had the ball in the net 
after the whistle had gone. Liam McGarry came onto the Loughuile side and made his 
presence felt. Towards the end the losers attacked constantly but concentrated on getting 
goals against an unyielding defence. 

Scorers for St John’s were- A McCallin (1-4). S Burns (1-3), P Gallagher (1-0) 
P Gallagher (0-1)

Loughuile Scorers were- S McMullan(0-5), S Richmond (1-1) L McGarry (0-2) L Gillen, J.P 
McFadden, A.Connolly, T McFadden (0-1) each  
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St John’s Swamp B’castle in Second Half
St John’s 3-8 Ballycastle 0-4

Complete superiority in the second half of this Antrim Senior Hurling Championship 
final at wind-swept Loughuile yesterday brought the title to the Corrigan Park Club for 
the seventh time. Before describing the play I must pay tribute to players and fans 
braved the elements. 
Considering the treacherous conditions the standard of hurling was extremely good. The 
players spent quite an amount of time trying to stay on their feet on the ice-rink surface, 
which effected Ballycastle’s chances as early as the second minute. Experienced half 
forward Dessie Elliott was unable to stop himself from receiving a injury and was 
sidelined until 12 minutes after the restart. 

However this was not the basic reason for such a heavy defeat. St John’s lasted the pace 
better and were a more balanced unit. For the first ten minutes the city team had things 
their own way and went into a four point lead without reply form McQuillans. It could have 
been more if not for the solid North Antrim half back line of Mick Loughrey, Paddy McShane
and James Brown. They held the johnnies attack on a tight rein while veteran Robbie Elliott 
first timed everything they missed. Then in the 11th minute Ballycastle sparked into life are 
their opening point from a free by Eddie Donnelly. 
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Superb Hurling 
They dominated the play until the interval, but had only 3 points to show for their herculean 
efforts. Their hurling was superb yet a combination of wides plus stonewall defensive play from 
St John’s keeper Tony McGlone and full back Gerry Mallon left  their hard work unrewarded. 

Ballycastle’s majority share of the play was deserving of a few more scores and had they put 
their nose in front the second half may not have turned out so one sided. St John’s played their 
second place role very well. They remained cool and content to let their opponents burn 
themselves out.  
Ballycastle’s failure led to frustration and the second half showed them as a completely 
disjointed combination. They were ever to rise to the first half heights and no matter what 
switches were made the results were the same. 
St John’s however made a few subtle and rewarding switches at the interval. Andy McCallin to 
the “40”, Seamus Gallagher moved in as poacher and Eamonn Grieve was pulled back to right 
half forward. 

Great Shot
The move alone won the match for the Johnnies inside one minute of the restart. Grieve, county 
football corner back whipped over a point in 20 seconds and virtually from the puck out Andy 
McCallin blasted in a great shot from forty yards, one which hapless Mcquillan’s keeper 
misjudged. 
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Jim Nelson stretched the gap to 6 points in the 38th minute while Ballycastle two attempts 
sailed wide. The game was virtually over in the 40th minute when Mickey Gallagher completed 
unmarked , recorded goal number two. 

Harry McKernan tried desperately to whip some kind of life into the Ballycastle Attack. Des 
Elliott returned to the fray, Paddy McShane moved to the “40” and Eddie Donnelly came back 
to the defense. It was all useless. 

By now St John’s were in complete command and playing with complete confidence. They 
were superior in every department and full of running. Nelson and team captain Sean Burns 
tapped over points apiece before veteran Seamus Gallagher had their last score 12minutes 
from time. Goalie Walsh’s nightmare continued in this instance as he again misjudged the ball. 
Eddie Donnelly had the last say with a consolation  point from a free in the 55th minute. 

St John’s defence was nowever their strongest sector overall. The McGlone brothers, Gerry 
Mallon, Eugene Gallagher, Martin McGranaghan (until injured) Jim McNally and Harty Trainer 
were very consistent. The centre field partnership of Sean Burns and Gerry McCann had to 
bow the knee early in the game to Seamus McShane and Frank Campbell, but took over the 
driver’s seat with positive first time hurling in the second session. 
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Quick Striking Paid Off 
The attack had its moments in the opening seconds, fizzled out for a spell and came roaring back 
through a new formation.  The early attempts at frilly hurling were sensibly discarded and with 
emphasis on quick striker Jimmy Nelson, Andy McCallin and Seamus Gallagher were always 
dangerous and made use of quite a few mistakes made by the tiring Ballycastle rearguard. 

It was a sad day for McQuillans who played with surprisingly sharpness and seemed to settle in 
the conditions better in the first half. But their efforts crumbled the moment referee Eddie 
Rogan signalled half time. 

Robbie Elliott, Mick Loughrey, Paddy McShane and J.J Brown never stopped trying.  Seamus 
McShane and Frank Campbell played well until they lost their  pace and the attack will be 
remembered for that twenty minute spell when the breaks did not come. 
Harry McKernan was the best throughout with John Harkin, Billy Boylan and Pat Campbell also 
prominent. Eddie Donnelly took some time to settle and came into the game when pulled back 
from the square. 
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The large attendance in such weather conditions was proof of the interest in hurling but in all 
fairness to the fans and players. The time of year had passed to do justice to the game. It was 
unfortunate that the final had to be continually put back through no fault of the board. 

St John’s Scorers – S Gallagher(1-1),M Gallagher , A McCallin(1-0) each,  
J Nelson (0-3), A McGlone, P Gallagher, E Grieve, B Burns (0-1) each.

Ballycastle Points came from – E Donnelly (0-3), J Harkin (0-1)

St John’s –Tony McGlone, Eugene Gallagher, Gerry Mallon, Martin McGranaghan, Jim McNally, 
Harry Trainer, Artie McGlone, Sean Burns (capt) and Gerry McCann, Andy McCallin, Seamus 
Gallagher, Jimmy Nelson, Pat Gallagher, Eamonn Grieve , Mickey Gallagher
Subs – Ernie McMullan for McGranaghan

Ballycastle – Paul Walsh, Mickey Donnelly, Kevin Donnelly, Robbie Elliott(capt), Mickey Loughrey, 
Paddy McShane, James Brown, Frank Campbell and Seamus McShane, Harry McKiernan, Dessie
Elliott,John Harkin,Brendan Elliott, Eddie Donnelly and Pat Campbell.
Subs – Billy Boylan for Des Elliott, D Elliott for B Elliott.
Referee – Eddie Rogan (Rossa) 
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McCallin Sparkles as St John’s Easily Master Sarsfields
St Johns 1.13      Sarsfields 1.4

In a repeat of last year’s Antrim Senior football championship semi-final St John’s 
defeated rival Falls road Sarsfields, but in a much more convincing fashion, writes Denis O’Hara. 

The Johnnies with nippy corner forward Andy McCallin in deadly shooting form 
completely demoralised Sarsfields with a power display in the second half against the breeze. 

Football was fast and interesting but due to the ground conditions bunching was 
inevitable. But this was still no excuse for the free for all display of rancour seven minutes from 
the end of the first half. 

The incident or the incidents occurred directly in front of the stand and in the same 
spot as the punch up in the first county semi-final (Pearses v Rossa) which was the current raiser 
to the drawn Bellaghy –Bryanford ... game two weeks ago. The fans of the Down and Derry clubs 
must now wonder if this is an everyday occurrence in Antrim Football.

Yesterday however the fisticuffs were not confined to the field during those brief unsavoury 
minutes but spread to rival factions in the stand. 

Once again no names were entered in the black book. During the hour referee Sean 
Higgins offered a few words of advice and on one occasion asked both captains to try and 
compose their players. Late in the game he booked one player.

This might seem over exposing best forgotten incidents but the sooner something is 
done to prevent all out punch-ups becoming a habit the better. 
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Whatever chance Sarfields had of winning this game quickly diminished after the second half 
began. Here the strong Dover street club, minus injured Jimmy Ward, were six points down but 
now with the wind and rain on their backs it was expected that they could make up the leeway. 
They were still in with a chance but needed some drastic improvements around centre field and 
the attack.  

But before they could gather themselves, for an all out offensive St John’s hit and hit 
hard with five points in five minutes.

This body blow clinched the game and although the Corrigan park side to not score 
again until 8 minutes from the end with a final point from a free by ever sure Andy McCallin. 
Sarsfields had little to offer in the form of combined intelligent football. 

They were slower to the ball in general but for some gutsy football at the back by Paul 
McCormick, Gerry Rush, Eamon McGarrigle and Eamon Ward. The differences on the score 
board may well have been more for St John’s.

The combined power and skills of St John’s were impressive right from the start and after 
yesterdays compact display they must be regarded as favourite to regain the title last held in 
1965- the year they also last won the senior hurling crown. The football final has been 
temporarily been scheduled to take place in Casement Park on Sunday. 

The ability of St John’s to move the ball about with accuracy despite the slippery 
conditions was one of the high features of their play. And in this respect centre half forward 
Gerry McCrory had one of his better days. He engineered most of the Johnnies attacking moves 
most of which resulted in a score either from play or from a free. 
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And while St John’s made it look relatively easy to score Sarsfields struggled in vain to click into 
gear. Right from the start they were sluggish and seemed to be in a trance after Andy McCallin 
opened the scoring with a brilliant fourth minute goal. After 18 minutes St John’s were seven 
points ahead and it could have been more. Five good scoring chances were wasted in that time.

A minute later Sarsfields made their most positive move to date when Eamon Ward 
sent Jackie Kelly on the right path for goal but Len Vernon came to the rescue. Two minutes later 
the row took place and had a remarkable effect on the teams.

Sarsfields shook off the lethargy while St John’s had to back pedal and seven minutes 
for the interval Paul McCormick 50 yard lob was slotted into the back of the net by Albert Sloan. 

Three points in it
Two minute later Bernard Gallogly pointed from a free when Barney Ward was fouled. 

This left 3 points between the sides and fortunes can switch with amazing swiftness.
But it was only temporary and as St John’s swept through in well drilled raids they 

gained two fouls, meaning two McCallin points and wound up the half hour with a point by 
Hugh Murphy to leave them ahead by 1-07 to 1-01.

This was not an entirely convincing margin considering the weather conditions but 
when Gallogly wided a great chance after a slip up by Micky Gallagher, Sarsfields were never 
giving another opportunity to tot up vital quick scores after the restart.
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A jinking McCrory solo run and parting shot had the Sarsfields defence in a tangle but goalie 
Devaney had to do treble work. His clearance was intercepted by McCallin, Andy passed to 
veteran Murphy who started the five-minute blitz. Seconds later Artie McGlone was upended 
and McCallin converted.

The kick out went to McCrory whose terrific return shot came of the bar into Murphy’s 
arms and the former county star screwed over another point off the crossbar. Gerry McCann 
picked up the kick out, passed to McGlone and point number four was chalked up. Twenty 
seconds later the message was completed when McCallin intercepted the kick out and made no 
mistake with from 30 yards.
Kept battling away

Frank Dolan came into the Sarsfields defence and one must give the team credit for 
not throwing in the sponge. Eleven points behind they came storming back, but not in the same 
smooth, well organised formations of their opposition.

Gerry Nellis back to help out at centre field and this paid off. He sent in a treacherous 
high lob from 45 yards and the shot bounced off Vernons chest. A near goal and Sarsfields had 
to be content with a point by Gallogly.

In the 38th minute the Johnnies goal mouth had another let-off when Barney Ward 
punched on a Nellis lob, but quick thinking Vernon cut off the shot from entering the net.
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More Sarsfields preeure resulted in another skirmish, but of a smaller nature. Mickey 
McKearney wided a good chance before Barney Ward tapped over a point from a free 14 
minutes from the end.

Five minutes later Andy McCallin gave another uneering exhibition of place kicking 
and in the closing seconds Barney Ward had a consolation point from a free

It was a concerted effort by St John’s whose vast array of county talent clicked when it 
was hoped by club officials and supporters.
Winners stars

But from the combined efforts the outstanding names to emerge from this sapping 
encounter were those of Eamon Grieve at full back, martin McGranaghan and Sean Burns in 
defence; Gerry McCann and Veteran Fermanagh star John Maguire who controlled cente-field 
and up front on form Andy McCallin who must be regarded as one of the best sharp shooters in 
the country. Yesterday his accuracy was uncanny and one must not forget that the ball was 
greasy and heavy.
Along with teenager Andy, Gerry McCrory continually probed the Sarsfields defence for the right 
kind of openings. Generally Gerry was successful in splitting the opposition defence with 
accurate passing.

For Sarsfields, McCormick, Rush and McGarrigle worked hard at the back but one 
major drawbacks in this area was their inability to kick the ball any distance accurately.

Time out of number a ‘place kick’ went straight into the arms of a St John’s player. 
Slower of the mark, Sarsfields were a team out of touch and they never gained any degree of 
control at centre-field with the result that the attack was overworked. And when the occasion 
arose the forwards failed to click into a combined section.



St John’s scorers: A McCallin (1-7, six points from frees), H Murphy (0-3), G McCrory
(0-2), A McGlone (0-1)

Sarsfields replied per- A Sloan (1-0), B Gallogly (0-2, one from free), B Ward (0-2 both from frees).

St. John’s --- Len Vernon; Tony McGlone; Eamonn Grieve; Martin McGranaghan; Clem 
Stewart; Mickey Gallagher; Sean Burns; Gerry McCann and John Maguire; Brendan 
Rainey; Gerry McCrory; Hugh Murphy; Andy McCallin; Artie McGlone; John Rainey.

Sub – Din Joe McGrogan for Hugh Murphy
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Sarsfields --- Hugh Devenney; Paul McCormick; Jackie Lavery; Gerry Rush; Eamon McGarrigle; Brian 
Whinnery; Eamon Ward; Mickey and Sean Og McKearney; Albert Sloan; Pat Toland; Gerry Nellis; Jackie Kelly; 
Barney Ward and Bernard Gallogly.

Sub – Frank Dolan for Lavery

Referee- Sean Higgins (Glenravel)



J.H.C. FINALS TOPS Antrim Bill
Topping the Antrim club hurling final at Waterfoot. Teams to brave the wintery winds and try to 
produce skills to suit the North Antrim tastes are Glen Rovers, Armoy and holders,  St John’s 
from Belfast.  A new
face on the scene is always very interesting and welcome and none more so than dynamic 
Armoy back in circulation after a seven year lapse. 
And right away they made their mark in county league games. A young and exciting team, 
handled by former star Willie Devlin, they have blazed a confident trail through junior and 
sometimes senior opposition. 
They took care of Loughuile in north Antrim final and with players such as junior county stars 
John Dornan, brother Edgar, John Devlin, experienced Raymond Dallas and the McErlean
brothers Pat and James, they look a good bet to lift the county crown. 
It must be said at this stage however, that the Corrigan Park side field their third string as 
members of last year’s winning team are ineligible. 
They defeated Ardoyne in the South Antrim Final and have a mixture of more youth than 
experience. In the latter sphere Dick Looby, Clem Stewart, John Egan and Dessie Armstrong 
provide the more settling effect for stars of tomorrow – John Jamison, Mick Gannon, Joe Feeny, 
Frank McCoy and Joe McGlone younger brother of Tony and Art and a member of this year’s 
Antrim U16 team hurling team which was defeated in the final by Offaly.    
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Armoy lift Antrim Junior title in 
convincing fashion

Glen Rovers (Armoy) 6-7      St John’s 1-0
A team that can beat St John’s in any competition at any time has to be a top rate side, but one 

that allows them to score only a goal throughout the hour must undoubtedly be the best in the county.
And this is exactly what Glen Rovers, Armoy, are as yesterday at Waterfoot they became Antrim 

junior hurling champions.
Playing excellent first time hurling in conditions that were far from ideal they completely 

outplayed the opposition, particularly in the second half. With a strong wind behind them during the first 
half hour they made poor enough showing at taking scores and time out of number they squandered the 
easiest of chances.

LOOKED FAR FROM CONVINCING
In fact they could only manage a total of 2-3 in this period and indeed this looked from being a 

convincing scoreline.
While they had all the play one felt that up front they weren’t going to be strong enough and that 

St John’s certainly must make their presence felt in the second half.
Most of the spectators had reason to believe this, as on the only occasion in the first half that St 

John’s got a chance of scoring they made absolutely no mistake and only trailed at the interval by 1-3.
They had their misfortunes too, as midway through the first half they lost the services of Owen 

McMahon, who received marching orders for the only incident in the game.
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ARMOY’S FIRST POINT
Armoy took their opening point of the half after two minutes and this was the sign 

that they intended to fight. And fight they did to the bitter end, brushing aside the St John’s 
challenge which was always there.
Another John Dornan point and a Theo Laverty goal after only ten minutes of play and the 
Johnnies seemed shaken. Another point by Edgar Dornan and a Donal McErlean goal had a 
clinching effect on the game but still St John’s battled on.

For St John’s now the game had no longer any meaning of victory attached to it but 
whether they could manage another score.

They kept hammering away, had their chances but scores failed to come. At the other 
end the Rovers were having a field day. A further goal from Theo Laverty was followed by an 
Edgar Dornan point and minutes from the end this brilliant young player climaxed a tremendous 
game with the final goal of the game.
SUPERIOR SIDE
Glen Rovers were a fitter, and vastly superior side and certainly stressed this superiority during 
the second half. The St John’s side were not a bad side but strangely enough they appeared to 
play better against the wind than they did when they had it in their favour.



James Dillon in the Armoy goal was seldom troubled but on the occasions he was tested he 
came out with flying colours.

Throughout the first half the defence was seldom ever called on to show their paces 
but on the couple of occasions that the St John’s forwards did attack many of the defenders 
were caught on the hop.
CLEARED AT EASE

These jitters disappeared in the second half and all six came well out on top. Full back 
John Devlin cleared his lines with uncanny ease while Seamus McErlean practically blotted out 
the St John’s half forward line single handed. Others to shine here were John O’Kane and John 
McCormick.
Midfielders Vernon Laverty and Neillis McAuley, after a shaky start really came into the game in 
the second half and McAuley in particular was seen to advantage all over the place.

Centre half forward Edgar Dornan had a brilliant game and gave the St John’s defence 
a real headache. Brother John proved a real sharp shooter and some of the scores were 
executed with the skill of a veteran.
HAD HIS MOMENTS

Donal McErlean too, had his moments while young Theo Laverty was always to the 
fore and can certainly take a great deal of credit for this fine victory.

Full back John Egan, centre half Joe McCallin and right half John Jameson didn’t lie 
down under the Rovers pressure. They kept hammering away and had it not been for them the 
scoreline might well have been double.
Clem Stewart did his best in the middle of the field but found the going on the tough side.



The forwards certainly threatened danger but when it came to the test they were pretty 
ineffective. Only John McCallin, Joe Feeney and John Rainey were anything better than average.

The Armoy scores came from: T Laverty (2-1), J Dornan (1-4), E Dornan (1-2), P Devlin, D 
McErlean (1-0 each)

St John’s goal came from T Graham

Glen Rovers: James Dillon, John O’Kane, John Devlin, Frank O’Kane, John McCormick, Seamus 
McErlean, George O’Kane, Vernon Laverty and Neillus McAuley, Robert Dallas, Edgar Dornan, 
Donal McErlean, Peter Devlin, John Dornan, Theo Laverty.  
Subs: Gerard Burns for R Dallas, Liam McAuley for P Devlin.

St John’s: Peter Rafferty, Owen McMahon, John Egan, Dick Drysdale, John Jameson, Joe 
McCallin, Mickey Gannon, Clem Stewart and Charlie Fay, John McCallin, Dick Looby, Joe 
Feeney, John Rainey, Francis McCoy, T Graham.

Referee: N Wheeler



“HE DOESN’T DRINK BUT HE CAN 
CERTAINLY TELL HIS BEERS”

WHO IS HE ?
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Mc GROGAN’S  GOALS WINS St JOHN’S 
ANTRIM SFC CROWN
St John’s 2-3 Pearses 0-8
Daniel McGrogan is a habitual goal snatcher. This year his record in both club and county games 
is an exceptional one. His opportunity played a major role in the Antrim All Ireland U-21 success 
and yesterday at casement Park red haired Din Joe, as he is better known, dealt out two body 
blows to take the county senior crown from the champions Pearse’s. 
Din Joe, a 21 year old machinist in a car accessory factory, rattled home a beauty past keeper 
George Eagleson two minutes before the interval and the second 11 minutes from time. 

The “Johnnies” fancied to win their 12th title, made extremely heavy weather of taking 
revenge for last year’s final defeat. They came through by the skin of their teeth against the 
forceful holders who lacked nothing in determination and with a bit of luck could easily have 
saved their crown for another day.

While St John’s improved their pace in the second half, especially after former Antrim 
and Fermanagh Star Hugh Murphy was introduced to the attack, they either over-employed 
close passing tactics or shot the ball harmlessly wide. In the last 30 minutes St John’s wided 5 
times while Pearse’s scored 5 points and shot wide once in the same period.
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Nearly Earned Replay
From the quick break Pearses were extremely dangerous and even in the dying 

seconds their determination almost earned them a replay only for some brilliant catching by St 
John defenders Tony McGlone, Mickey Gallagher, Captain Sean Burns and Martin McGranaghan.

Before entering into any further details on the game it is worth recording that the 
standard of play was highly commendable considering the heavy ground conditions which 
forced every player to call on reserves of strengths/ The marking was generally close and the 
high, standard of sportsmanship was one mildly dented in the dying minutes when a St John’s 
forward had his name taken by referee Sean Higgins. 

On reflection St John’s might well have landed the title in a more comfortable manner 
had it been not been for the brilliant display of Pearses keeper George Eagleson.
George who lost is place on the county team for the last inter-county game, gave the selectors a 

positive hint yesterday.
Twice in the first half (in the 8th and 9th minutes) he prevented the Johnnies from 

scoring what certain goals. The first miracle save was from point blank shot by St John’s poacher 
Artie McGlone. Eagleson conceded a 50 yard free which was taken by Clem Stewart. His shot 
floated to McGlone who passed it to Andy McCallin. From the edge of the square Andy fisted 
the ball but eagle eye Eagleson plucked the ball out of the air. 



Dramatic saves
In the second half he brought off a few more dramatic saves including one with his head from 
McGlone. Georges heroism always kept Pearses fighting for survival and his persistance had a 
discouraging effect on the St John’s attack. Their ace marksman McCallin while held on a tight 
rein by Jimmy O’Reilly, had the ball in the back of the net twice in the first half plus over the bar 
once only for the scores to be ruled out. 

The first goal was scored from inside the square after 16 minutes when the teams were level (0-
1) each. Five minutes from the interval came the second one when McCallin was set in position 
by Brendan Rainey pass but was fouled before shooting. The advantage rule might have been 
used. 
Andy scored a point from the free and seconds later he had the ball over the bar but seemingly 
over carried. At this stage St John’s were trailing by a point and then Din Joe relieved the tension 
with his morale boosting first goal. 

Quick Point
Pearses however, with a slight breeze in their favour, showed just how champions should fight to 
hold their crown. Within 30 seconds of the restart Martin Green had the ball over the bar from a 
free.



Vernon Saves Situation
This more direct style for Pearse always gave the Johnnies defence plenty to think about plus the 
fact that Albert Fry switched the full forward spot. Vernon came to the rescue again when his 
defence was caught out of position. Albert Fry flicked the ball over Vernon’s head for what 
looked a certain score but he recovered to clutch the leather and clear. 

Two minutes later a well directed sideline kick by Brendan McGeary was punched 
over the bar by the fists of the two forwards Albert Fry and Sean Kearney. This 
double act, with Kearny given credit put the sides on level terms. 
Pearses, with Martin Kelly and McGeary taking over mid-field control, kept the 
pressure up but failed to score. 

From a quick break Artie McGlone looked through but was held by Aidan O’Prey
and Andy McCallin tapped over the free to give St John’s the lead for the fourth 
time.
In the 39th Minute St John’s keeper Len Vernon did well to prevent a goal by 
punching over the bar a great mid-field lob from McGeary. 

Level for the third time through that McGeary point the tension mounted and Pearses full of 
fire were in a great chance of retaining their title. Hugh Murphy’s presence however gave that 
much needed power to the Johnnies attack but the combination of George Eagleson and 
wasteful shooting kept the issue wide open. 



Andy McCallin miscued a close-in free before dangerous Din Joe decided to make his presence 
felt again. Eagleson had courageously blocked a terrific shot from McGlone. The ball bounced off 
the goalies head and over the line for a 50 yard free. Eagleson was dazed but given no time to 
consider his own welfare as the free kick from Gerry McCann set the Johnnies attack into the 
decisive move of the match. 

McCann’s shot kick reached Brendan Rainey who lofted the ball into Pearses square and off the 
fingertips of full back and captain Aidan O’Prey onto the waiting fist of McGrogan. 
Din Joe punched the ball well clear of Eagleson into the roof of the net.

Went down fighting
With almost 14 minutes Pearses were not disconsolate. They went down fighting like 

champions. Martin Greene, who had had an unusually quiet game curled in a high lob but the 
ball bounced of the upright.  
Play switched to the other end with Hugh Murphy cantering through the Pearses defence but 
slamming the ball badly wide. George Eagleson cut out a free by Andy McCallin and with seven 
minutes remaining Albert Fry neatly caught a lengthy Kelly clearance rounded full back grieve 
and whittles St John’s lead down to two points. 

Hugh Murphy and Din Joe wided before Martin Greene lobed of on a goal seeking solo run. He 
was hassled down and neatly converted the free for the last point of the game. 



Considering the conditions, the football was good but the game lacked bite. Even the supporters 
of both teams were strangely subdued.

For St John’s the honours went to the defenders McGlone, Vernon, McGranaghan, 
Gallagher and Sean Burns who skippered both Corrigan Park senior sides this season. It was 
certainly a medal showered season for 29year old Burns. The dual code success by St John’s was 
a repeat of their 1965 season when the feat was achieved for the first time in Antrim. 
Both Mickey Gallagher and Eamon Grieve played steady, if not over impressive games. Both 
fielded after suffering a severe bout of the flu. 

At centrefield St John’s gained a fair percentage of the play in the first half with Gerry 
McCann splitting the Pearses defence with some good running. Veteran John Maguire played a 
strong game but both players lost their ascendancy in the early minutes of the second half.
Up front Brendan Rainey worked ceaselessly while Gerry McCrory was quieter than usual, Hugh 
Murphy made the difference to the forward line to the second half while Din Joe opportunism 
and eagerness was been dealt with. 

The impressive player in the attack was full forward Artie McGlone who gave full back 
O’Prey many trying moments. Artie varied his style from close marking to roving commissions 
and he set up many moves could have borne fruit. Andy McCallin was not his usual self but still 
showed how dangerous he can be given half a chance.

Eagleson Stars
George Eagleson was the vanquished hero. Not for some time has Pearses goalie been so 
impressive. He was, However, given plenty of chances to show his powers as the defence were a 
little inclined to palm the ball down to the opponent. 



Jimmy O’Reilly preformed am effective shadow job on Andy McCallin while Joe Mulvenna
quietly negatived Gerry McCrory. Phelim Green switched wings to keep watch on Hugh Murphy 
in the second half.  Phelims move brought about a subsequent switch which decidedly 
weakened his teams attack. Charley Sweeney who scored Pearses opening point was pulled back 
to left back. 

Martin Kelly and Brendan McGleary were a powerful running combination at centre-
field. It was their hard first time shots which always kept the team in with a chance. Up front 
Martin Green was unable to click into top gear and the brunt of the work was taken on by 
Seamus Lavery, Sean Kearney and Albert Fry. Missing from the team were regulars Joe Loughran
and George O’Hara. 

St John’s scorers – D McGrogan – (2-0), A McCallin (0-3) from frees
Pearses marksmen – M Green (0-3 two from frees) C Sweeney, A Fry, S Lavery,  S Kearney , B 
McGeary (0-1) each

St John’s – Len Vernon ; Tony McGlone, Eamonn Grieve, Martin 
McGranaghan, Clem Stewart, Mick Gallagher, Sean Burns (captain) Gerry 
McCann and John Maguire; Brendan Rainey, Gerry McCrory, John 
Rainey; Andy McCallin, Artie McGlone, Din Joe McGrogan
Sub – Hugh Murphy for John Rainey



Pearses – George Eagleson; Jimmy McVeigh, Aidan O’Prey(captain) Jimmy O’Reilly, Billy McCrory, 
Joe Mulvenna, Phelim Green; Martin Kelly, and Brendan McGeary; Des Bannon, Martin Green, 
Albert Fry, Charlie Sweeney, Seamus Lavery, Sean Kearney.
Sub- Pat O’Hara for Bannon

Ref – Sean Higgins (Glenravel)  







St John’s win - but only just
So I was right after all –St. John’s to recapture the Antrim senior football crown. But I tell you something. At 
half-time in this match at Casement Park I thought I was going to have to eat my words. Although the 
Johnnies were leading Pearses by 1-2 to three points at the break I was convinced the North Queen Street 
side had it sewn up.
Big, strong and showing great form with every attack it looked only a matter of time before they notched up 
the points for victory and retention of the title. The fact that they had 8 scores against the 5 of St John’s tells 
its own story. 
Pearses are a good side -even under strength- and fulfilled all the hopes of their followers. What a player 
that is that ex-Armagh man Brendan McGeary. As a kicker of a dead ball there isn’t his equal in the county – I 
think even Jimmy Ward will agree on that score. And as for left-back Jimmy Reilly..I haven’t enough space to 
do him justice. 
Unusual 
It’s probably unusual to look to the losers for the players that impressed. But amazingly that’s how I saw it.  
My most lasting impressions were of George Eagle-son stopping two, at least great drives at his goal while 
up front Martin Greene and AIlbe Fry showed what determination can achieve.
But all due credit to St John’s. They stepped up their game considerably in the last twenty five minutes and 
even though they only managed two scores to the five by Pearses, did enough to win – thanks again to the 
strong full back line, the efficiency of Gerry McRory and the poaching game of under-21 footballer Din Joe 
McGrogan in the left corner. 
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It was young McGrogan who took McRorys slotted pass for the first goal two minutes from the 
interval and slammed home the second 16 minutes into the second half.  Pearses can take full 
consolation in that they came within a point of a replay on a side missing an O’hara. True, big 
Pat came on eight minutes from time but at this stage it was just too late. Justifiably they claim 
they had brother George been able to play it might well have ended in another win! But at this 
stage it’s all just hypothetical. 
The Johnnies well fancied to collect the hurling and football double and their 12 football crown, 
came through – but not in the style that was expected of them. They didn’t have the direct 
approach, very evident when related to Pearses game and in fact if the game ended in a draw I’d 
have been prepared to re-arrange my thinking for a replay.
Admittedly they well have won by a much more handsome margin – 9-8 is by no means a 
convincing scoreline- but two goals and another point that didn’t go up on the score board can’t 
be considered. 
One Point I must make though. It was a truly sportsmanlike final. There wasn’t an ugly incident 
all through the game, played on a pitch that must have been frustrating all round. Referee Sean 
Higgins did take one name but apart from that minor show of temperament , the games was 
played in what I hope will be a trend for finals to come.

Congratulations on the standard of football. It was refreshing considering the conditions. To 
both sides- thanks for a better match than I anticipated.  
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Sean Burns in Rare Double

Sean Burns has had a rare double on Antrim during the past 12 months which few, if any players 
in Ulster, can lay claim to, writes Denis O’Hara. 
According to the records he is the first man ever in Antrim to captain both senior football and 
hurling champions in the same season/ It is a feat which may never be equalled in the county 
and for that reason alone Sean is worthy of a special Niche in the Association’s Hall of Fame in 
Antrim. 
Since I first met the classy hurler in the mid-50’s he has been an example to younger players 
upon which to model themselves and during all those years he has never lost the “touch”. 
Sean, who celebrated his 30th Birthday yesterday, could not be regarded as a showy player but 
he is a household name in Ulster Hurling Circles as he has been a regular on the railway cup 
team for the past seven years. 
Despite his prowess Sean an Ulster Brewery employee, has never been accorded “full” honours 
by the county selectors in the role of captaincy but with the county crown now at Corrigan Park 
this distinction seems imminent. 
He is pictured here with St John’s chairman Andy McCallin (Left) who like all members of the 
Johnnies CLUB, is very proud of their quiet spoken captain.



“Sean prefers to steer clear of publicity,” remarked Andy. “He has always been a shy reserved 
and well spoken member since he joined St John’s as a school boy of 12.
“He has been an exemplary member since and the rest of the members look up to him.”
Considering the fact that he is on the field at least once a week Sean has never been sent off or 
reprimanded by a referee/ Je has proved that true sportsmanship allied to the craft pays 
dividends on the field. His easy going style in both games has seen him withstand many heavy 
tackles.
Prior to this double success captained a St John’s U-16 team many years ago. When a minor he 
emigrated to Australia, settle in Sydney for a spell then moved up the Snowy Mountains to 
mining country.
While “Down Under”, Sean became automatic choice for New South Wales hurling and football 
teams and then at Christmas 1962, unfortunately for St John’s and Antrim, returned to his native 
Belfast. 
Since his return he has made a name for himself on hurling teams and has figured also on the 
county junior football side and later the senior one.
For the likeable Sean his greatest moment will be at his club’s annual dinner which takes place in 
the Woodbourne Hotel on Wednesday evening. No doubt Sean’s speeches will be in keeping 
with his play, short, snappy and precise. 





Antrim U-21 F.C Final 
Rainey goal paves way for Johnnies

ST. JOHN’S..... 1-9  ROSSA .... 0-7

Bright sunshine and overall conditions totally out-of-season failed to shake cobwebs from 
yesterday’s delayed Antrim County Final in the U-21 football grade, writes Denis O’Hara.

I would err badly by stating that this 1969 decider at Casement Park was a flop, but 
could be forgiven by naming it an anti-climax much was the lack of bite so often associated with 
encounters between these two rival Belfast clubs. To quote the off-worn phrase – there were 
many passages of excellent football - would probably sum up the tussle that failed to provide 
expected sparks. 

Both teams featured talented individuals and both outfits had their moments of 
fluency yet overall the game lacked conviction. The Johnnies, faced with the threat of defeat in 
the early stages, gradually took control through bustling enthusiasm of centre half forward 
Brendan Rainey and when they eased ahead they did just enough to hold their noses in front. 



It was Rainey, generated into lethal action in the 25th Minute by Andy McCallin who sealed the 
issue with a spectacular goal. At this stage Rossa, forcing the somewhat pedestrian pace, were 
one point ahead and looking good enough to do better through the wiles of Aidan Hamill and 
the fetch and carry industry of fellow Queen’s students Martin McAleese and Charlie Monaghan.

But gradually the pendulum laxly swung the other way when the younger McCallin –
wing half John – opened a gap for Rainey to tap over a point.  Second’s later St. John’s best 
attacking move to date, ended with the bail being firmly palmed to the back of the net by burly 
centre-forward Gerry Mallon. The score was disallowed, however, with trainee-teacher Mallon 
ruled inside the square. 
The move, which began near-reward and was engineered by Andy McCallin, Din Joe McGrogan
and Dom Lynch, hinted that Rossa were slightly losing their grip on the game. 
Brendan Rainey proved the point with that blistering shot to the net and followed with an 
expertly-taken point. Charlie Monaghan pulled one more back and Andy McCallin- more in the 
role of a planner than customary executioner- stretched the lead with a point from a free to give 
St.John’s a 1-1 to 0-3 interval lead.
Rossa’s reshuffled pack had barely time to settle when McCallin and Gerry McCann slammed 
over points from frees. And then their great expectations turned sour when they were reduced 
to 14 players with the ejection of sure-catching corner back Malachy McMahon.



Hamil brought his side to life with a neat run to leave McAleese in position to grab a brilliant 
point, but St John’s retaliated with similar scores from Lynch and Mallon. The tackling now 
carried a bit more fire but still the game lacked conviction. St John’s were in a contented 
position yet were never given too much attacking scope by the opposition. 

Towards the end Brendan Rainey pointed and then came two dramatic saves by Rossa’s teenage 
goalie, McAvoy. The minor star heroically halted a point blank rocket shot from McCann. 
The final score of the game was a consolation point for Rossa by Pat Kane. 

The Johnnies defence had prominent players in goalie Vernon, full back McGranaghan, wing-half 
John McCallin, centre field Gerry McCann and forwards Brendan Rainey and Andy McCallin. 

Best for Rossa were goalie McAvoy, right-back Malachy McMahon, centre back Jim Mullan, Half-
backs Eddie Maguire and 17 years old Pat Armstrong, son of former Antrim and Ulster dual star 
Kevin Armstrong. 

Martin McAleese, at mid-field and Charlie Monaghan – when pulled back from the half forward 
line- showed a little more flair that their opponents Gerry McCann and John Rainey, while Aidan 
Hamill was very much a lone figure up front. 



St. John’s – B. Rainey 1-3, A McCallin 0-2, G McCann, D Lynch, G Mallon, D.J. 
McGrogan 0-1 each.

Rossa- A Hamill 0-3, C Monaghan 0-2, M McAleese, P Kane 0-1 each

St John’s  – Len Vernon; Owen McMahon, Martin McGranaghan, Pat Campbell; John 
McCallin, Tony McGlone, Jim Cunningham, John Rainey, Gerry McCann; Andy 
McCallin, Brendan Rainey, Din Joe McGrogan, Billy Johnston, Gerry Mallon, Dom 
Lynch.
Subs  – Harry McNally for Johnston.  Gerry Armstrong for Lynch.

Rossa – Joe McAvoy; Malachy McMahon, Jim Mullan, Kevin Steele; Pat Armstrong, Eddie 
Maguire, Paul Curran, Martin McAleese, Alex Quinn, Charlie Monaghan, Aidan Hamill, Pat Kane; 
Peter Farrell, Brian Gormley, Tom McDermott.
Subs- J Greco for Quinn;  Quinn for Farrell.
Referee- Phelim Greene (Pearses) 
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